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Abstract: We have grown La1.37 Sr1.63 Mn2 O7 single crystals with a laser-diode-heated floating-zone
furnace and studied the crystallinity, structure, and magnetoresistance (MR) effect by in-house X-ray
Laue diffraction, X-ray powder diffraction, and resistance measurements. The La1.37 Sr1.63 Mn2 O7
single crystal crystallizes into a tetragonal structure with space group I4/mmm at room temperature.
At 0 T, the maximum resistance centers around ∼166.9 K. Below ∼35.8 K, it displays an insulating
character with an increase in resistance upon cooling. An applied magnetic field of B = 7 T strongly
suppresses the resistance indicative of a negative MR effect. The minimum MR value equals −91.23%
at 7 T and 128.7 K. The magnetic-field-dependent resistance shows distinct features at 1.67, 140,
and 322 K, from which we calculated the corresponding MR values. At 14 T and 140 K, the colossal
negative MR value is down to −94.04(5)%. We schematically fit the MR values with different models
for an ideal describing of the interesting features of the MR value versus B curves.
Keywords: single crystal; laser-diode-heated floating-zone technique; crystalline; magnetoresistance effect

1. Introduction
During the past decades, the study of R1− x A x MnO3 materials, where R and A represent trivalent
rare-earth and divalent alkaline-earth ions, respectively, and Mn ions locate at the center of O6
octahedra that build up a three-dimensional network in the way of sharing corners, has been performed
intensively. These compounds attracted considerable attention because they exhibit metal-insulator
transitions, a colossal magnetoresistance (MR) effect, charge/orbital ordering, and other fascinating
properties [1–4]. Tailoring the chemical pressure by doping can induce a phase transition from the
paramagnetic or antiferromagnetic insulating state to the ferromagnetic metallic one with a thermal
change [5–7]. Below the ferromagnetic phase transition temperature, ferromagnetic clusters/polarons
(i.e., local short-range ferromagnetic spin regimes) form in the whole sample, accompanied by a
sharp decrease in resistivity with a discontinuous drop of the equilibrium Mn–O bond length [8–11].
The first-order phase transition from insulating to metallic behavior was confirmed by neutron
scattering in the study of La2/3 Ca1/3 MnO3 compound [9].
In 1958, Ruddlesden and Popper [12] synthesized the Sr3 Ti2 O7 compound with starting materials
of SrCO3 and TiO2 . It was speculated that every two layers of SrTiO3 would be separated by a
layer of SrO [12]. Taking the perovskite-based manganites as one example, the formula of the
Ruddlesden–Popper series compounds is generally expressed as (R1− x A x )n+1 Mnn O3n+1 . The Mn and
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O ions form a MnO2 plane that is arranged in a variety of sequences with MnO2 planes interleaved
with (R, A)O planes, as shown in Figure 1. The annotation of these materials depends on the number
of MnO2 planes stacked between (R, A)O bilayers [13–15]. Compared with the crystal structure of
R1− x A x MnO3 compounds within which the MnO6 octahedra form an infinite network of layers in
three dimensions, R2−2x A1+2x Mn2 O7 accommodates a quasi-two-dimensional double-layer network.
The reduction of dimensionality in these compounds leads to the anisotropic transport property.
A metal-insulator phase transition with giant MR effect was reported in the La1.2 Sr1.8 Mn2 O7 single
crystal [16]. Subsequently, the LaSr2 Mn2 O7 compound was found to have the complex interplay
of ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic interactions [13], leading to interesting electrical transport
properties, e.g., a re-entrant insulating phase transition at low temperatures. Due to the character
of low dimensionality, one can easily modify magnetic coupling strengths within the inner- and
inter-layers by tailoring chemical pressure [17–19] and doping concentration [20–23] and even by
applying fields [19,22], resulting in complex magnetic structures [15].

O
Mn
O

La2/Sr2

La1/Sr1

La2/Sr2

Figure 1. (color online) Tetragonal crystal structure of a La1.37 Sr1.63 Mn2 O7 single crystal in one unit
cell (solid lines) with space group I4/mmm (No. 139). The La, Sr, Mn, and O ions are labeled, and the
La and Sr ions are illustrated with the same color code. In this structure, there are two crystallographic
sites for La1/Sr1 and La2/Sr2 ions and three sites for O ions (marked with the same color code).

The fascinating electrical transport property of a Ruddlesden–Popper compound correlates
intimately with its detailed magnetic structure [17–19]. Previously, the crystal structure, transport
property, magnetism, magnetoelasticity, and optical properties of La2−2x Sr1+2x Mn2 O7 (0.3 ≤ x ≤ 0.5)
single crystals were intensively studied [24]. The detailed phase diagrams of the magnetic, electrical,
and structural properties of La2−2x Sr1+2x Mn2 O7 compounds were compiled [25,26]. In order to
confirm the relationship between the magnetic structure and the distortion of MnO6 octahedra, the
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magnetic structure of a La1.37 Sr1.63 Mn2 O7 single crystal was explored under hydrostatic pressures of
up to 0.8 GPa by a neutron diffraction study. The result shows that the ground state does not change
under the hydrostatic pressure of up to 0.8 GPa [27]. This indicates that the magnetic structure depends
not only on the energy stability of the crystal field, but also on other interactions, such as magnetic
dipole–dipole interactions.
Achieving a full understanding of the coupling between charge, spin, lattice, and orbital degrees
of freedom and shedding light on the interesting properties of La2−2x Sr1+2x Mn2 O7 compounds
necessitate the growth of high-quality and large single-crystalline samples. In this paper, we have
grown single crystals of the La1.37 Sr1.63 Mn2 O7 compound with a laser-diode-heated floating-zone
furnace. We characterized the single crystals with in-house X-ray Laue diffraction, X-ray powder
diffraction, and resistance measurements.
2. Results and Discussion
2.1. Single Crystal Growth
There are several techniques for single crystal growth, for example, floating-zone, Czochralski,
Bridgman, top seeded solution, and gas-phase growth [15]. Among them, the floating-zone method
doesn’t use a crucible, and the seed and feed rods are freely standing. Thus, the grown crystals
should have the highest purity [15]. Therefore, the floating-zone technique has been widely used
to grow single crystals of oxides like La2−2x Sr1+2x Mn2 O7 manganites [28]. Compared with the
traditional floating-zone furnace with IR-heating halogen lamps, the laser-diode-heated floating-zone
furnace holds a higher maximum temperature and a steeper temperature gradient at the liquid–solid
interface [29]. These advantages are more favorable during the process of single crystal growth [15,30].
In this study, the laser-diode-heated floating-zone furnace is equipped with five laser diodes with a
wavelength of ∼975 nm and a power of ∼200 W each. The shape of the laser beam is 4 mm (width) ×
8 mm (height), and the working distances are ∼135 mm [30].
During the processes of calcination and sintering, we found that the wall and lid of the alumina
crucible became black. After each crystal growth, some black powder was attached to the wall of the
quartz. Based on our experience, we infer that the Mn- and Sr-based oxides are constituents of the
volatiles. Therefore, we added 5% more MnO2 and 3% more SrCO3 oxides for the initial mixture of
raw materials. During the initial attempts to grow the La1.37 Sr1.63 Mn2 O7 single crystal, we adjusted
the composition of the working gases. When the content of oxygen was larger than that of argon, we
could obtain a stable floating zone and, thus, a steady growth. However, the resultant crystal was
comprised of many small grains and was not a single crystal, and our X-ray powder diffraction (XRPD)
study demonstrated that it was not a single phase. After many tentative growths, we optimized the
growth parameters as: (i) the growth atmosphere had the working gases of ∼90% Ar plus ∼10% O2 ;
(ii) the pressure of the working gases was approximately 0.5 MPa; (iii) the seed and feed rods rotated
oppositely at 28 and 30 rpm, respectively; (iv) the stable growth rate was fixed at 4 mm/h; (v) the down
speed of the feed rod was kept at 5 mm/h so as to supply sufficient material to the molten zone. Under
these conditions, we can grow single crystals of the La1.37 Sr1.63 Mn2 O7 compound with a diameter of
4–6 mm. The image of one representative La1.37 Sr1.63 Mn2 O7 crystal as grown is shown in Figure 2
(bottom row). We cleaved it and found some single crystals with shining natural surfaces, as shown in
the top row of Figure 2, where the left and right single crystals hold a natural crystallographic ab plane.
From the right single crystal, we clearly observed a layer-by-layer growth mode. Figure 3a shows the
corresponding in-house X-ray Laue pattern of the flat surface. We simulated the laue pattern with
the software “OrientExpress” [31], as shown in Figure 3b, and confirmed that it was a single crystal.
The measured surface corresponds to the crystallographic ab plane.
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Crystal growth direction
Figure 2. (color online) (top row) Some cleaved pieces of the grown crystal display the natural
crystallographic ab plane and shining surfaces. (bottom row) One representative image of a
La1.37 Sr1.63 Mn2 O7 crystal as grown by our laser-diode-heated floating-zone furnace with a mixture of
working gases (∼90% Ar + ∼10% O2 ) under a pressure of ∼0.5 MPa. The bottom arrow points out the
crystal growth direction.

a

(a)
c

b
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Figure 3. (color online) (a) One representative in-house X-ray Laue pattern of a La1.37 Sr1.63 Mn2 O7
single crystal with real-space lattice vectors marked. The incoming X-ray beam is perpendicular to the
plane of the Laue spots and thus is along the unit-cell c axis. (b) Corresponding simulation of the X-ray
Laue pattern with the software “OrientExpress” [31].

2.2. Structure Study
To check the phase purity and extract structural information of the La1.37 Sr1.63 Mn2 O7 single
crystal, we pulverized a small piece and carried out a room-temperature XRPD experiment. Figure 4
shows the observed and calculated XRPD patterns. We used the software FULLPROF SUITE [32]
to refine the collected XRPD pattern. A linear interpolation between automatically selected data
points was used to determine the background contribution. We selected the Pseudo-Voigt function to
simulate the shape of Bragg peaks. Finally, we refined together the scale factor, zero shift, peak-shape
parameters, asymmetry, lattice parameters, atomic positions, and isotropic thermal parameters. Within
the present experimental accuracy, the collected Bragg reflections were well indexed with the space
group I4/mmm. The low values of goodness of fit indicate a good structural refinement. The refined
values of the parameters are listed in Table 1. The extracted crystal structure in one unit-cell is
displayed in Figure 1. Within this structure, the Mn and O ions form two layers of corner-shared MnO6
octahedra, and the bilayers of MnO6 octahedra are separated by an insulating La1/Sr1-O layer. There
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is no rotation of the MnO6 octahedra, keeping the bond angle of Mn–O–Mn at 180◦ . Our XRPD study
confirms the main phase of the La1.37 Sr1.63 Mn2 O7 compound.

Intensity (arb. units)

La1.37Sr1.63Mn2O7
Space group
χ2 = 3.88

10

20

30

40

50

60

XRPD
I4/mmm

70

80

90

2θ (deg.)
Figure 4. (color online) Observed (circles) and calculated (solid line) room-temperature XRPD patterns
collected with a pulverized La1.37 Sr1.63 Mn2 O7 single crystal at room temperature and refined using
FULLPROF SUITE [32]. Vertical bars mark the positions of Bragg peaks. The bottom curve represents
the difference between observed and refined XRPD patterns. It is pointed out that the two small extra
peaks located at 2θ = 28.6–29.6◦ were attributed to the radiation contamination from the copper K β
wavelength. We could not identify the additional peak appearing at 2θ = 40–40.8◦ .

2.3. Scanning Electronic Microscopy
We randomly selected a piece of the La1.37 Sr1.63 Mn2 O7 single crystal and studied its chemical
composition by the opinion of scanning electronic microscopy, i.e., energy-dispersive X-ray chemical
composition analysis. We chose a flat surface with an area ∼5 × 5 µm (the square regime as shown in
Figure 5a) for the detailed statistical study. The corresponding energy-dispersive X-ray spectrum is
shown in Figure 5b, and the chemical compositions of La, Sr, and Mn elements are listed in Figure 5c.
We thus extracted a chemical formula, La1.37(1) Sr1.41(1 Mn1.98(2) O7 , supposing that the oxygen content
is stoichiometric. Clearly, there exist vacancies on the Sr site.
Table 1. Refined room-temperature structural parameters, including lattice constants, unit-cell volume
(V), atomic positions, isotropic thermal parameters (ITPs), and goodness of refinement, from an in-house
XRPD study with a pulverized La1.37 Sr1.63 Mn2 O7 single crystal. The Wyckoff sites of all atoms were
listed. We kept the atomic occupation factors during FULLPROF refinements. We constrained the ITPs
of La and Sr ions to being the same, as well as for the O1, O2, and O3 ions. The numbers in parentheses
are the estimated standard deviations of the last significant digit.
XRPD Study of a Pulverized La1.37 Sr1.63 Mn2 O7 Single Crystal
(Tetragonal, Space Group I4/mmm (No. 139), Z = 2)
a ( = b) (Å)
3.8671(1)

c (Å)
20.2108(8)

V (Å3 )
302.25(2)

α ( = β = γ ) (◦ )
90

Atom
La1/Sr1
La2/Sr2
Mn
O1
O2
O3

Site
2b
4e
4e
2a
4e
8g

x
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

y
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.50

Rp = 5.73, Rwp = 9.20, Rexp = 4.67, and χ2 = 3.88

z
0.50
0.3174(1)
0.0965(2)
0.00
0.1971(7)
0.0958(5)

ITP
2.41(4)
2.41(4)
1.88(8)
2.2(1)
2.2(1)
2.2(1)
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(c)
Element

Wt%

Wt% Sigma

La

39.88

0.23

Sr

25.88

0.17

Mn

22.85

0.19

(a)

(b)

Figure 5. (a) Scanning electronic microscopy image of a cleaved La1.37 Sr1.63 Mn2 O7 single crystal.
The scale bar represents 5 µm; (b) the energy-dispersive X-ray chemical composition analysis of
the selected area that is marked in (a) (the square); (c) extracted weight percentage (Wt%) of the
chemical compositions of La, Sr, and Mn elements as well as the corresponding error bars (Wt% Sigma).
We ignored the composition analysis of oxygen.

2.4. Magnetoresistance versus Temperature
Figure 6a shows the measured resistance of the La1.37 Sr1.63 Mn2 O7 single crystal within the
crystallographic ab plane (perpendicular to the applied magnetic-field direction) as a function of
temperature at 0 and 7 T. Upon cooling from 322 K, when B = 0 T, the resistance almost increases
linearly until T = 166.9 K, where the maximum value appears, centered with a very broad peak.
This temperature point was pushed to T = 229.5 K when B = 7 T. Subsequently, the resistance
experiences a sharp decrease from ∼128 K. It is worth noting that below 35.8 K, as shown in the
inset of Figure 6a, the resistance increases sharply. We define the electrical nature as insulating when
dR
dR
dT < 0 and conducting when dT > 0. Therefore, at B = 0 T and within the studied temperature range,
the La1.37 Sr1.63 Mn2 O7 compound undergoes two electrical phase transitions: insulator (1.67–35.8 K)
→ metal (35.8–166.9 K) → insulator (166.9–322 K). When the applied magnetic field B equals 7 T, the
measured resistance was strongly suppressed, especially in the temperature range within which the
maximum appears. When B = 7 T, the temperature regimes of the electrical phase transitions change
into 1.67–43.2 K (insulator), 43.2–229.5 K (metal), and 229.5–322 K (insulator). The suppression and the
shift of the measured resistance with a change in the applied magnetic field indicate a strong MR effect.
To quantitatively display the MR effect, we first treated the measured original data (shown as
circles in Figure 6a) by manipulating them into evenly-spaced, temperature-dependent points (shown
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as solid lines in Figure 6a). The manipulated data points agree quite well with the measured data.
We can thus calculate the MR value (MRV) by
ρ( B, T ) − ρ(0, T )
× 100%,
ρ(0, T )

MRV( B, T ) =

(1)

where ρ( B, T ) and ρ(0, T ) are the measured resistances with and without applied magnetic field B
at a given temperature T. With Equation (1), the calculated MRVs versus temperature are shown in
Figure 6b. The colossal negative MRV = −91.23% when T = 128.7 K. It is pointed out that the theoretical
minimum MRV = −100% when the resistance is suppressed completely by an applied magnetic field.
Based on the observed features of the MRV-T curve, we can divide it into three regimes upon warming:
(i) 1.67–19 K, the negative MRV decreases from ∼−10.28% (at 1.67 K) with a kink appearing at ∼19 K;
(ii) 19–128.7 K, the MRV decreases smoothly, followed by a sharp decrease from ∼88 K until the
appearance of the minimum MRV at 128.7 K; (iii) 128.7–322 K, the calculated MRV increases step by
step. At 322 K, the MRV is ∼−8.55%.

Resistance (ohm)

15

0.8

0T

(a)

35.8 K

10

0.6

0.4
0

5

166.9 K
7T
20

40

60

80

B // ab plane

0
-50

0

50

100 150 200 250 300
T (K)

0
-20
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-40
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(iii)

-80
-100
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(b)
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Figure 6. (color online) (a) Measured resistance (circles) within the crystallographic ab plane of a
La1.37 Sr1.63 Mn2 O7 single crystal with applied magnetic fields B (0 and 7 T) perpendicular to the electric
current direction in a temperature range from 1.67 to 322 K. Inset is an enlarged image of the data in
the temperature range of 1.67–80 K. Error bars are standard deviations, and some are embedded into
the symbols. The solid lines are fits to the data (see details in the text); (b) calculated MRV as a function
of temperature at 7 T ( see detailed analysis in the text).

2.5. Magnetoresistance versus Applied Magnetic Field
As shown in Figure 7a–c, we measured the applied magnetic-field-dependent resistance at 1.67,
140, and 322 K, respectively. At 1.67 K, around 0 T, the resistance ρ − B curve shows a sharp arrow-like
shape, i.e., above 0 T, the resistance first sharply and then smoothly decreases, displaying a notching
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curve; at 140 K, it exhibits a bell-like curve; in contrast, at 322 K, the curve shows a blunt arrow-like
shape, i.e., an upper convex curve. These distinct trends imply different microscopic origins of the
electrical behaviors.
Based on the following equation,
MRV( B) =

ρ ( B ) − ρ ( B = 0)
× 100%,
ρ ( B = 0)

(2)

where ρ( B) and ρ( B = 0) are the measured resistances at applied magnetic fields of B and 0 T,
respectively, we calculated the corresponding MRVs as a function of the applied magnetic field, as
shown in Figure 7a’–c’. We first tried to fit the data to
MRV( B) = kBα ,

(3)

where k and α are constants. We can fit the data well at 1.67 and 322 K, shown as the solid lines in
Figure 7a’,c, respectively. This results in (i) at 1.67 K, k = −3.5184(9), and α = 0.6962(2); (ii) at 322 K,
k = −0.8808(4), and α = 1.2429(2). For the 140 K data at 0–4 T (Figure 7b’), we can fit the calculated
MRVs only with
MRV( B) = LB + MB2 + NB3 + OB4 + PB5 ,

(4)

Resistance (ohm)

with L = −5.7(3), M = 7.5(6), N = −17.8(4), O = 6.5(1), and P = −0.68(1). Above 4 T, the MRV approaches
a stable state little by little. At 14 T, the negative MRV = −94.04(5)%. Normally, the applied magnetic
field will increase the resistance of a conductor. Here, we observed a colossal negative MR effect in a
La1.37 Sr1.63 Mn2 O7 single crystal and distinct temperature- and magnetic-field-dependent behaviors.
15
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Figure 7. (color online) Applied-magnetic-field-dependence of resistance within the crystallographic
ab plane (⊥ B) of a La1.37 Sr1.63 Mn2 O7 single crystal at 1.67 K (a), 140 K (b), and 322 K (c). Error bars are
standard deviations and are embedded into the symbols. (a’–c’): the calculated MRV (circles) versus
the applied magnetic field B, corresponding to figures (a–c), respectively. The solid lines represent
theoretical fits; see the detailed analyses in the text. Error bars were estimated based on the law of
propagation of errors, and some were embedded into the symbols.
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3. Materials and Methods
3.1. Polycrystal Synthesis
Polycrystalline samples of the La1.37 Sr1.63 Mn2 O7 compound were prepared by the traditional
solid-state reaction method [15,33]. We chose raw materials of SrCO3 (Alfa Aesar (China) Chemical
Co., Ltd., 99.99%), La2 O3 (Alfa Aesar (China) Chemical Co., Ltd., 99.99%), and MnO2 (Alfa Aesar
(China) Chemical Co., Ltd., 99.99%). These raw materials were kept in a drying oven at 493 K for 48 h,
and then quickly weighed at ∼473 K to reduce a possible absorption of moisture in the air. The raw
materials were well mixed and milled by a Vibratory Micro Mill (FRITSCH PULVERISETTE 0, Fritsch
GmbH, Germany) for 1 h. We used alumina crucibles to calcine the mixture of raw materials in air
at three temperatures, i.e., 1373 K , 1473 K, and 1623 K, for 48 h each with intermediate grindings.
The heating-up and cooling-down ramps were kept at 473 K/h.
3.2. Preparation of Single Crystal Growth
After the final grinding, we filled the polycrystalline powder into two plastic cylindrical balloons
for seed and feed rod preparation. Both rods were hardened with a hydrostatic pressure of ∼70 MPa
for 20 min. The shaped rods were sintered at 1573 K for 36 h in the air. Finally, homogeneously
densified seed and feed rods with a homogeneous composition distribution were obtained. We have
grown bulk single crystals of a La1.37 Sr1.63 Mn2 O7 compound with a laser-diode-heated floating-zone
furnace (Model: LD-FZ-5-200W-VPO-4 PC-UM, Crystal Systems Corporation, Japan) [30,34].
3.3. In-House Characterizations
Some small pieces of the grown crystals were ground into powder and then characterized by
XRPD from 2θ = 10 to 90◦ with a step size of 0.02◦ on an in-house diffractometer employing copper
Kα1 and Kα2 with a ratio of 2:1 as the radiation with a voltage of 45 kV, a current of 200 mA, and
ambient conditions. We obtained single crystals with a shining natural crystalline face (i.e., regular
crystallographic ab plane). We carried out an in-house X-ray Laue diffraction study to determine the
crystallographic orientations. Temperature- and applied-magnetic-field-dependent resistances within
the crystallographic ab plane were measured on a Quantum Design Physical Property Measurement
System (PPMS DynaCool instrument).
4. Conclusions
To summarize, we have grown La1.37 Sr1.63 Mn2 O7 single crystals with a laser-diode-heated
floating-zone furnace. The cleaved single crystal has a shining natural crystallographic face.
The single crystal was grown with ∼0.5 MPa working gases of (∼90% Ar + ∼10% O2 ), opposite
rotations of the seed (28 rpm) and feed (30 rpm) rods, and a growth speed of 4 mm/h.
An in-house X-ray Laue study shows regularly arranged diffraction spots, a characteristic of
single-crystalline samples, and determined that the shining surface is the crystallographic ab plane.
The room-temperature XRPD pattern can be well fitted by a tetragonal structure with space group
I4/mmm. We extracted structural information such as lattice constants, unit-cell volume, and atomic
positions. The temperature-dependent resistance displays three distinct regimes with different
electrical conducting behaviors, i.e., insulator (1.67–35.8 K), metal (35.8–166.9 K), and insulator
(166.9–322 K). The applied magnetic field strongly suppresses the resistance, leading to a negative
MR effect with a minimum value of −91.23% at T = 128.7 K. By fitting the magnetic-field-dependent
resistance, we reveal distinct behaviors, i.e., the 1.67 and 322 K data can be well fitted by Equation (3)
with α1.67K = 0.6962(2) (<1) and α322K = 1.2429(2) (>1); in contrast, the 140 K data at 0–4 T can only be
fitted with a quintic Equation (4), indicating different microscopic origins.
Presently, we are still working on how to improve the quality and mass of the La1.37 Sr1.63 Mn2 O7
single crystals, which is required for further studies.
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